Resonance structures in the multichannel quantum defect theory for the photofragmentation processes involving one closed and many open channels by Lee, C W

































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































R)). For an N -channel system,
N independent degenerate solutions of the Schrodinger
equation for the decoupled motion in R > R
0
may be












































(!) are the channel basis functions for the coor-












denote the (j; i)-elements of short-range re-
actance and scattering matrices, respectively, and are
related with each other in matrix notation by S =
(1  iK)(1 + iK)
 1
(S is here taken as a complex conju-
gate of the usual denition, for convenience). Using the







[22] for an arbitrary eld, 

j









































Though all the N solutions are needed to describe the
motion in the intermediate range, some of them become
closed and no longer exist in the limit of R!1. In the
present work, we will consider the case involving only
one closed and many, say N
0
, open channels at large
R, i.e. N = N
0
+ 1. We will denote the set of open
channels by P and that of closed ones by Q. Open
channels will be marked with 1,2,...,N
0
and the follow-
ing single closed channel with c instead of N for easy
recognition. Though meaningful only at large R, still
it may be convenient to keep the classication of chan-
nels as open or closed in the intermediate range. The
wavefunction for the photofragmentation process into
























at large R[23] and can be ob-
tained by making a linear combination of incoming chan-
nel basis functions 	
( )
i
of Eq. (3), substituting the
explicit forms for 

j
given above and then setting the
coeÆcients of exponentially rising terms to zero. This













the indices o and c stand for open and closed compo-
nents, respectively. The second term shows that reso-





due to the closed channel. The
rst term S
oo
, which contain couplings only among open
channels, cannot be regarded as corresponding to the
background one in the usual resonance theory such as the
conguration mixing method (CM) of Fano[15] because
of its failure to satisfy the unitary condition. To nd the
corresponding one to the background scattering matrix
S
B
of CM, we rewrite the physical scattering matrix S





















is a new kind of complex reactance matrix









[7]. The new scattering matrix 
oo
in Eq. (4) is dened as K
oo





















, respectively, by the






































which is a scalar here, but generally a matrix and plays
the key role in Lecomte's work[7]. Since 
T
 is positive




. Elements of the
column vector  are real but cannot be made positive, in
general, by redening U since the latter is restricted by











In order to utilize Hazi's theorem that, for an isolated
resonance in a multichannel system, sum of eigenphases
satises the resonance behavior of an elastic phase shift,
the determinant of S is calculated by making use of the






tan  + 
cc
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Following the lead of Giusti-Suzor and Fano[3], we may
try to separate out geometrical factors from channel cou-
pling strength by translating axes to make the Lu-Fano-
like plot for Æ

vs.  symmetrical by the phase renor-
malization described in Eq. (1). By the latter procedure,
part of the dynamics manifested in the short-range reac-
tance and scattering matrices K and S move into base
pairs for motions in decoupled channels. The net eect is
to transform the phase shifts 
j
(j = 1; :::; N
0
) and  of










=  + 
c
, respectively. We will
call the new representation, in which the Lu-Fano-like
plot for Æ

vs.  is symmetrical, the tilde representation.




















= 0 and <(~
cc





with the phase shift Æ
r
due to the resonance.
For isolated resonances, Æ
r





  2(E   E
0
)= . Notice that Eq. (8)
holds for all the resonances belonging to the same closed















. Here, we observe















= 0 and thus yielding Eq. (8). A convenient






= 0 (j = 2; :::; N
0
). Let
us denote this particular set by 
o
S
. Observables are not
aected by this arbitrariness as we will see later.




































by Lecomte[7]. It may be expressed more compactly









ing that the phase of S
cc




real and subsequently ~
cc
pure imaginary. Next,







































































j as already obtained. This for-
mula for exp(2i








in conjunction with the re-

















) available after studying
the transformation (11) later. By substituting the rela-





















g. It can be expressed more com-























  i)][5], which is equivalent to Eq. (35)




 1. If j=(~
cc
)j > 1, Eq. (8)































might be identied with  1==(~).
In contrast to the two channel case[3], making the Lu-
Fano-like plot symmetrical is not enough to separate out
the strength of channel coupling from the geometrical
parameters in the short-range reactance matrix, as evi-




. If there are more
than two open channels, K
oo
cannot be made zero with







zero was devised by Lecomte and Ueda[7, 8] by ex-
tending the transformation of Giusti-Suzor and Fano. In
the present work, their prescription to make both reac-
tance submatrices zero is a little modied in order to
utilize the resonance structure in the sum of the eigen-
phase shifts as stated above. Let us briey describe their






















), where W is







is just unity for the one closed channel case.
This leaves orthogonal transformations only among base
pairs of open channels. The second term exp(i
j
) in-







(j = 1; :::; N
0





the closed channel. The transformation is conveniently














. For the transformation composed






U)T (0; 0; U
r
) of
diagram (11) , consult Appendix A.










problem is already solved by Lecomte[7], let us give a
brief description of it for the subsequent description.












































































is transformed into zero too as
a by-product, which derives from two theorems. First,
~
cc
does not change value under any transformation with

c
= 0. Therefore, <(~
cc






























U) the bar-representation. In this case, the phys-
ical scattering matrix
























symmetric matrix of rank























1 0 : : : 0













































which suggests a new representation where the physi-





is easily seen that the new representation is generated
by T (0; 0; U
r
). Let us call the new representation the
r-representation. In this representation, the short-range
N  N reactance matrix K
r
has only two nonzero ele-










0 0 : : : 





























(recall that c is actually N ). 	
r
1
is dubbed the `eec-
tive continuum' by others[6] and corresponds to Fano's







only contain the resonant dy-















), respectively. The process described




















































































































































































; 0; :::; 0g as introduced
before. Once made symmetrical by the translation of the




 remains moveless under fur-






U) and T (0; 0; U
r
). We will
call this kind of representations, which share the identical
location of the graph on the plot, the resonance-centered
representation hereinafter. The departure of our proce-
dure from Lecomte's one lies in thatK
oo
is not made into
a zero matrix as the rst step but only phases are renor-





fers several advantages. The background part eliminated
in the last two representations of diagram (11) is nothing
but disentangled by the rst process, enabling us to iden-
tify its MQDT form. The fact that the last two transfor-
mations operate only on the open channel set indicates
that the resonance eect due to the closed channel is al-
ready fully accounted for by the phase renormalization
alone. This enables us to separate out the background
and resonant contributions in the partial cross-section
formulas, which is the topic of the next section.
III. PHOTOFRAGMENTATION
CROSS-SECTION FORMULAS
Let us consider the photofragmentation processes from
an initial bound state to the j-th fragment one. The






























the same for all the resonance-centered representations




and is very energy-












































































Using these wavefunctions, the square of the modulus of

















































where T is the dipole moment operator, i stands for the
initial bound state, and the complex line prole index
parameter q
j

















If the tilde representation is considered, the relations
<(~
cc








holding for it may


























































)[7, 14]. Phase renormalization does not change
the absolute magnitude of a transition dipole matrix ele-
ment but is instrumental in making the transition dipole
matrix element into a Beutler-Fano form since the lat-
ter is only obtained in the tilde representation, or in the
one obtainable from the tilde representation by the phase
renormalization which keeps the eigenphase sum of phys-
ical scattering matrix unchanged.
For the resonance-centered representations, the phys-






















is the sole contributor to the physical incoming-
waves at the energy where the phase shift Æ
r
due to the






















































and also between N
( )
j
and the term inside the
square brackets which constitutes the second term inside
the curly braces of the right-hand side of Eq. (16). The







also be seen in the asymptotic forms: the open channel




































( R  R
0
) is









account. The decoupled form, however, contains an ad-
ditional closed channel term which rises exponentially
at large R, showing that M
( )
j
by itself is not a phys-
ically acceptable wavefunction in contrast to the back-
ground one. But its contribution to cross-sections is still
nite since it is multiplied by an initial wavefunction that
may be reasonably assumed to be bound. This indicates
that the background part S
B





) of CM actually contains closed channel con-










which is equal to i times
the irregular function g
i
. It shows that the regular func-




presumably indicating that M
( )
j
is the form of mini-
mal closed channel contribution in the intermediate and
reaction zones and thus in the observables. This claim
requires further study for sure.























from the experimental data using the
method developed in the eld of modeling of data[26] (the
form of  as a function of energy needed for data tting is
given analytically for most elds but should be obtained
numerically for the zero eld using the Milne procedure
described in Ref. [22]). But Eq. (15) is not expressed
in terms of parameters whose physical origins are clearly
identied. The r-representation may be used for that pur-
pose since the channel coupling strength can only be com-
pletely disentangled there from the geometrical factors
and the formulation is additionally simplied too by the
fact that only one open process can be involved there for
the resonance. Introducing the r-representation is equiv-
alent to visualizing the photofragmentation process as
being excited to eigenchannels of S
r
but observed in the
detector through their projections to the detector eigen-







) with eigenvalues fexp( 2iÆ
r






































































































jT ji); (k 6= 1) (17)











jT ji)], which is clearly real because



























































































where the prime on the summation symbol denotes that
k = 1 is excluded in the summation. Eq. (18) directly









+ 1) + 
b
of CM for photofrag-
mentation in the neighborhood of an isolated resonance


















related by a unitary transformation, their transition







































































given in Eq. (17), the transition dipole moment


































































































































j in analogous to 
j
of




















(Notice that all the representations connected by the
phase renormalization have the commonvalue of ~
j
. This
is consistent with the fact that phase renormalization
does not change the absolute magnitude of a transition
dipole matrix element.) Then it may be shown that the
second term inside the brackets of the right-hand side of
Eq. (19) is just 1   ~
j
. Substituting this and Eqs. (20)
into Eq. (19), we obtain Eq. (15) but now with ~q
j
ex-












+ i(1   ~
j
): (21)



























, as shown in




to CM's  
(a)
E
for i=1 and  
()
E




are real quantities as are  
()
E









equations. The claim is bolstered by the same one-to-
one correspondence between wavefunctions found from





only talked about the analogy between formulas of two
theories not the actual relations of corresponding terms
in two theories. The relations may be derivable from the
prescription described in Ref. [14]. For example, it may




























) ( 6= a) otherwise.
Finally, let us consider about dynamical parameters
extractable from the total and partial photofragmenta-













, Eq. (18) may be used to t
the experimental data of total cross-sections. Levenberg-
Marquardt method[26] may be employed for such a
































the absolute value of (	
r
c





jT ji) may be obtained from q
r



























+ 1) is changed to the form




































. Notice that the data tting
leaves the sign of =(~q
j
) undetermined. After ~q
j
is ob-
tained up to the sign of its imaginary part, ~
j
is obtain-









the quadratic equation for ~
j
and eventually gives two
~
j





































The projection factor is related to the component of
~
 but not directly because the latter pertains to the
eigenchannels of ~
oo























j where absolute value is taken to
get rid of an unimportant phase factor.
IV. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
We conrmed again, for the case involving one closed
and many open channels, the striking similarities be-
tween MQDT and CM formulas found for the case in-
volving one closed and two open channels[14] if MQDT
is reformulated by means of Giusti-Suzor and Fano's
phase renormalization and Lecomte and Ueda's addi-

















by the same orthogonal transformation
are newly found to play the pivotal role in the reformula-
tion. By this reformulation, we found the one-to-one cor-



























Fano's `abc..' states of CM, respectively, and also be-
tween ~
oo
of MQDT and the background scattering ma-
trix S
B
of CM. Under this correspondence, formulas in
both theories exactly coincide with each other when fur-
ther one-to-one correspondence coming from the exten-
sion of   cot Æ
r
= 2(E   E
0









of MQDT taken into account. Note that the refor-
mulation allows MQDT to have the full power of the CM
theory, still keeping its own strengths such as the fun-
damental description of resonance phenomenon without
any assumption of the presence of a discrete state as in
CM.
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APPENDIX A: TRANSFORMATION RELATIONS
AMONG VARIOUS WAVEFUNCTIONS





























































) by means of the relation between eigenchan-











) for i = 1 and equals oth-
erwise. Let us consider the transformation from the tilde







U) and T (0; 0; U
r













as V , then, from the denition of the transformation ex-
tended by Lecomte and Ueda, the following transforma-




















































in R  R
0



















































, with the pre-



































where i 2 P .













































































(1; 0; :::; 0), Eq. (A1) is easily ob-















between the standing-waves and incoming-waves






































































































. Notice that the




















































spond to the background wavefunction shorn of the con-
guration mixing with a discrete state.
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